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Data and Informatics Needs in Biomateriais

Objective

The principal objective of this study was, as its name implies, to identify data and informatics needs in

biomaterials. What are "biomaterials”? A commonly accepted definition of this term is:

“A biomaterial is a nonviable material used in a medical device, intended to interact with biological

systems.” (Williams, 1987)

So biomaterials are natural or artificial materials that are used to replace, or augment the function of, living

tissue. If the word “nonviable” is removed, the definition is broadened and can address tissue engineering

and hybrid artificial organ applications where living cells are used.

Why study biomaterials? Because biomedical devices and the materials from which they are made

represent one of the fastest-growing segments of both the biotechnology and materials industries. A 1989

report (Anon., 1989) estimated annual U.S. biomaterials industry sales of over $50 billion and an annual

growth rate of 13%. By 2002 the total U.S. medical device market stood at $77 billion, with global sales

estimated at 2 to 3 times this figure (Ratner, 2004b). To date the consumers of biomaterials are

disproportionately older people, as the majority of intraocular lenses, heart valves, pacemakers,

coronary/vascular stents, and joint prostheses (primarily hip and knee) have been implanted in people over

60 years of age. The large numbers of Americans bom in the two decades following World War II will turn

60 over the next twenty years. Similar demographics apply in other industrialized countries. Furthermore,

the use of biomaterials in younger people is increasing, along with the increase in the useful life of

biomedical devices: for example, hip and knee joint prostheses used to be considered successful if they

lasted 10 years: now 15 years or even 20 years is not uncommon. Both basic demographics and advances

in the useful life of biomedical implants indicate a robust growth in the biomaterials industry for the

foreseeable future.

What distinguishes biomaterials from other materials applications? The last phrase of the above definition

of biomaterials, i.e., “... intended to interact with biological systems.”, identifies the distinguishing feature

of biomaterials, and introduces the critical role of the biocompatibility of biomaterials, which has been

defined:

“Biocompatibility is the ability of a material to perform with an appropriate host response in a specific

application.” (Williams, 1987)

Examples of “appropriate host responses” include the formation of a natural layer of cells encapsulating

bioinert materials such as aluminum oxide, the osseointegration of bioactive materials such as

hydroxyapatite or Bioglass, or the complete resorption of biodegradable materials such as calcium

phosphate and lactic- and glycolic acid copolymers. The critical issue of biocompatibility is what sets

biomaterials apart from much of materials science and engineering: any prospective new biomaterial must

be proven to be biocompatible before consideration for use.

Turning to the issue of biomaterials data and informatics, there are four main requirements which must be

fulfilled by biomaterials: corrosion resistance, biocompatibility, bioadhesion, and biofunctionality (Black,

1998). Considering the test methods used to determine these requirements, only the measurement of

mechanical properties, including fatigue (i.e., biofunctionality) supplies objectively comparable results

because the relevant test methods have been standardized. In the investigation of corrosion resistance,

biocompatibility, and bioadhesion, the absence or decline of standardization has led to idiosyncratic or

divergent test methods; hence the results of such tests are not comparable. The net conclusion is that a

standardization effort is required before undertaking all but very narrow informatics efforts in the areas of

corrosion resistance, biocompatibility, and bioadhesion. Only biofunctionality research conducted

according to established standards has yielded objectively comparable data that lend themselves to

informatics drawn from multiple sources.
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With these definitions and basic principles established, the objective of this effort was refined to examine

the current state of biomaterials property data and informatics and identify needs for future related work.

Scope

In this study we included all biomaterials, whether from natural sources, such as cellulose, catgut or silk, or

engineered materials, including: ceramics, metals, polymers, and composites. We did not include

bioengineered devices that are simply in contact with the skin, such as hearing aids and wearable artificial

limbs.

Because of the paucity of standards in the areas of corrosion resistance, biocompatibility, and bioadhesion,

primarily biofunctionality data, quantifying mechanical properties of biomaterials, were examined. The

properties included strengths and moduli derived from forces applied in: tension, compression, bending, and

torsion. Hardness, fatigue, fracture toughness, and wear data were also examined.

In addition to the literature on the mechanical properties of biomaterials, general biomaterials review

articles were also surveyed, along with articles on subjects related to biomaterials, such as: needs of the

industry, availability, biocompatibility, education, nanotechnology, standardization, surface science, and

tissue engineering.

Electronic sources consulted included the Internet, including several online journals, the Web of Science

bibliographic database, and several online structure and property databases. Hard-copy sources included

books, and scientific, engineering and trade journals.

Approach

We began by conducting library searches for items under the subject headings “biomaterials” and “data”.

We quickly found (Black, 1998), and (Ratner, 1996) [which was succeeded by a second edition (Ratner,

2004b)]. The first of these sources is entitled Handbook ofBiomaterials Properties. This 616-page

handbook draws together much of the accepted data and information on the materials aspect of both

implantable materials and natural tissues and fluids, broadly distributed in various publications, with

varying degrees of accuracy and precision. The book addresses the intrinsic and interactive properties of

biomaterials, as well as their applications and historical context.

The second of these sources is the principal textbook in the field, and in the second edition comprises 851

very dense pages of up-to-date comprehensive reviews of all aspects of biomaterials. An historical

perspective of materials engineering principles is integrated with the biological interactions of biomaterials,

regulatory and ethical issues and future directions of the field, and a state-of-the-art update of medical and

biotechnological applications. Contributions detailing the principles of cell biology, immunology, and

pathology have been integrated into this edition. The chapters focus on the clinical uses of biomaterials as

components in implants, devices, and artificial organs and their uses in biotechnology as well as the

characterization of the physical, chemical, biochemical and surface properties of these materials.

Both of these books contain extensive bibliographies, which identify other relevant books, journal articles,

web sites, and standards. A total of 21 other books were identified as having information relevant to this

study. The cited articles spanned dozens ofjournals, including those of general science, materials science

and engineering, biomedical sciences, and the clinical professions. The cited standards were all developed

by Committee F04 on Medical and Surgical Materials and Devices of the American Society for Testing and

Materials (ASTM).

Several months were spent visiting online sources of relevant information. Commercial search engines and

the Web of Science were used, respectively, to find web sites and journal articles that addressed

“biomaterials properties (or data)” or “biomedical materials properties (or data)”. Several hundred web
sites were visited, and about 40 were identified as having useful information for the purposes of this study.
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The journal articles found in this manner were downloaded when available in full online; in cases where

only an abstract was available online, a copy of the entire article was obtained from the print edition of the

relevant journal. Of the resources examined, not surprisingly the web sites had the greatest variability in

quality of the information presented, no doubt a consequence of the absence of peer review for most of that

information.

After the journal articles, web content, and biomaterials standards were compiled, the following

organization scheme emerged (number of articles + web sites + standards in parentheses):

Biomaterials: Data and Other Needs (19)

Biomaterials: General (60)

Biomaterials: Other (e.g.. Availability, Biocompatibility, Education, Nanotechnology, Standardization,

Surface Science, Tissue Engineering) (36)

Ceramics (31)

Metals (31)

Polymers (36)

Composites (30)

ASTM Biomaterials Standards (33)

Given that the literature survey began with the only handbook and the definitive textbook on the subject of

biomaterials, and also included exhaustive Internet and literature searches of relevant subject matter, we
assert that a comprehensive survey of existing biomaterials data and informatics has been achieved, and the

accumulated references comprise a representative sampling of available knowledge of the field.

Assessment - Broad Picture

The key players in biomaterials are academic researchers. Also important are medical practitioners from

many specialties, including: orthopedics, ophthalmology, cardiology, dentistry, dermatology, surgery, and

many others. These individuals are perhaps most easily reached through their respective professional

societies: in the former case, research societies such as the Society for Biomaterials, Orthopedic Research

Society, Society for Vascular Surgery, etc.; in the latter case, medical societies such as the American

Medical Association, the American Dental Association, the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons,

the American College of Cardiology, etc. In addition to these U.S.-based societies, corresponding societies

exist throughout Europe and Japan.

There are two government agencies in the U.S. of importance regarding biomaterials. The Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) must approve any biomedical device used in the United States. The National

Institutes of Health (NIH), primarily through its National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and

Bioengineering, funds much of the academic biomedical materials research. The NIH is also responsible

for guidelines for the proper care and use of laboratory animals and for oversight of that care. Institutions

found to be noncompliant with the Guide for the Care and Use ofLaboratory; Animals (NRC, 1996), which

is funded by the NIH, can be penalized by having funding support withdrawn.

The principal industrial players in biomaterials are the biomedical device manufacturers. In 2002, there

were more than 1800 types of products marketed as medical devices with 60 000 to 80 000 brands and

models (Anon, 2002). In 2003, there were 13 000 registered U.S. medical device manufacturers employing

300 000 individuals (Ratner, 2004b).

Finally, certainly the largest stakeholder group, and perhaps the most interested, consists of the consumers

of biomaterials. In 2000, it was estimated that 8% to 10% of Americans had a permanent medical implant

(Anon, 2002). Based on the 2000 U.S. Census, this estimate yields a range of 22.5 million to 28.1 million

Americans with a medical implant. These figures do not include the number of Americans who wear

contact lenses, which is unknown but can be estimated at 15 million from the 30 million contact lenses sold

in the U.S. in 2000 (Ratner, 2004b). So somewhere around 40 million Americans are biomaterials

consumers. If in addition to this group we include individuals who have had cavities filled with dental

amalgams or other biocompatible materials, along with those who have had accidental or surgical wounds
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closed with sutures, plus persons who swallow tablets or capsules with polymeric coatings, then virtually

every American is a consumer of biomaterials at some point in his or her life. For other industrialized

countries in which there is good access to healthcare, including modem ophthalmology and dentistry, a

similar overwhelming majority of the population consumes biomaterials. In developing countries, the

percentages of biomaterials consumers are smaller, but this is largely due to poorer standards of living and

the corresponding lack of access to modem medicine.

The Internet is a useful indicator of the number of organizations involved with biomaterials. The web site

www.biomat.net lists over 1 00 organizations with web sites that are “biomaterials-oriented”. The

organizations include biomaterials professional societies, industrial associations and consortia, and research

institutes and foundations. The same web site also separately includes a page devoted to biomaterials

research organizations, with over 200 listed for the U.S. alone, primarily university departments. The U.S.

entries account for about one-third of the total shown on this list.

The facilities devoted to the research of the mechanical properties of biomaterials are little different from

those found in materials science and engineering laboratories, and usually include mechanical test

equipment, light and electron microscopes. Universal testing machines that can be configured for tensile,

flexural, compression, torsion, or fatigue tests are ubiquitous, and require an investment of approximately

$20,000 to $50,000, fully equipped. Microscopy instrumentation varies greatly in methodology, power and

price. For example, the range of magnification available in light microscopy is from about 5x to about

lOOOx. Because of the much smaller wavelength of electrons, as compared to visible light, the maximum
magnification for electron microscopy is considerably higher: scanning electron microscopes can magnify

objects up to 300,000 times, and transmission electron microscopes can magnify objects up to 1,000,000

times. The corresponding microscope prices also vary considerably: about $100 to $2,000 for an optical

microscope, while electron microscopes sell for about $50,000 to $250,000.

Much of biomaterials research involves the methods of surface science (Castner, 2002). The common
methods used to characterize biomaterials surfaces include: electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis

(ESCA), in which X-rays are used to induce the emission of electrons of characteristic energy; Auger

electron spectroscopy (AES), in which a focused electron beam stimulates the emission of Auger electrons;

secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), in which ion bombardment sputters secondary ions from the

surface; Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometry, attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode, in which

infrared radiation is adsorbed and excites molecular vibrations; scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),

which involves measurement of the quantum tunneling current between a metal tip and a conductive

surface; atomic force microscopy (AFM), which involves measurement of the deflection of a tip mounted

on a flexible cantilever arm; and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which involves the imaging of

secondary electron emission induced by a focused electron beam. The cost of the associated equipment

varies greatly: for FTIR-ATR, STM, AFM and SEM, prices range from $5,000 to $100,000, whereas

ESCA, AES, and SIMS require an investment in excess of $100,000.

Finally, as a consequence of the unique biocompatibility requirements of biomaterials, facilities are needed

for the care and housing of laboratory animals used as subjects for in vivo studies. Requirements of these

facilities are spelled out in the aforementioned Guide for the Care and Use ofLaboratory Animals (NRC,

1996), which includes provisions for housing, handling, veterinary care, and euthanasia.

As stated above, the general topics of biomaterials research are: corrosion resistance, biocompatibility,

bioadhesion, and biofunctionality. The subject of biomaterials mechanical properties is included under

biofunctionality studies, as elucidation of these properties provides insights on how biomaterials will

function in a biological environment. Corrosion resistance is considered broadly, and includes not only the

dissolution of pure metals and alloys used in biomedical applications, but also the degradation of the

properties of ceramic and polymer biomaterials exposed in vitro or in vivo. Biocompatibility studies

examine the biological response to the presence of biomaterials, and bioadhesion research focuses on the

challenging problem of binding biomaterials to natural tissues.
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There is relatively little coordination of biomaterials research. The only biomaterials standards currently

maintained are for the compositional specification of certain well-established biomaterials, and for the

measurement of some mechanical properties. The biomaterials-related professional societies publish

journals for documenting research results and organize conferences and symposia for presentation of these

results, but there does not seem to be any kind of effort originating within these societies at coordinating the

research, either inter- or intra-society. The impetus for the modest efforts at coordination of biomaterials

research that have been made thus far seems to have come from FDA, NIH and NIST. NIH has sponsored

workshops on biomaterials research needs and opportunities (Eisenberger, 1996), (Barenberg, 1991), and

with FDA on medical implant information, performance, and policies (Anon, 2002). NIST has sponsored

workshops addressing reference biomaterials needs (Tesk, 2000), reference data needs (Tesk, 2001), and

standards for biomedical materials and devices (Anon, 2001). The workshop reports summarize the status

of the fields and provide recommendations for the biomaterials community. These recommendations will

be addressed further in a subsequent section.

Assessment - Issues and Needs

The broad categories of biomaterials research are: corrosion resistance, biocompatibility, bioadhesion, and

biofunctionality. Different issues arise according to the category, and to the class of biomaterial: whether

metal, ceramic, polymer, carbon and composite, or biologically-derived. Each class of biomaterial is

addressed in turn, with example applications provided along with relevant issues.

Metals are widely used as load-bearing implants due to their strength and toughness. Implant metals

include: type 316L stainless steel, cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloys, titanium and its alloys, tantalum,

nickel-titanium alloy, and precious metals gold, silver, and platinum. Metals are susceptible to degradation

by corrosion, a process that not only diminishes their mechanical properties, but can also release by-

products (such as ions, chemical compounds, and particulate debris) that may cause adverse biological

responses. Metals depend on a stable passivation layer (~10 nm) of oxide to provide corrosion resistance.

Biomedical applications of metals include hip and knee prostheses, fracture fixation wires, pins, screws,

and plates, dental prostheses, coronary stents, pacemaker leads and even sutures.

The primary biomaterials research issues surrounding metals include:

Electrochemical corrosion and durability of the passive layer

Nonelectrochemical degradative mechanisms including protein/metal interactions

Hypersensitivity and immune reactions

Interaction with biological pathways

“Stress-shielding” - bone loss due to preferential loading through metallic prostheses

Ceramics are inorganic materials that are stiff, hard, and chemically stable. They are often used in

circumstances where wear resistance is vital. The main problem with ceramic components is that they are

relatively brittle and difficult to process. Of the large number of ceramics known only a few are suitably

biocompatible. These “bioceramics” can be grouped according to their relative reactivity in physiological

environments: bioinert, bioactive, and bioresorbable.

Bioinert ceramics elicit minimal response from host tissue, which generally treats such ceramics as a

foreign body by encapsulation within a layer of cells. As the name implies, bioinert ceramics undergo little

physical/chemical alteration in vivo , in other words, they are extremely stable. They have high compressive

strength and excellent wear resistance. However, they can be brittle and subject to fracture from tensile,

shear, or torsional forces. Examples of bioinert ceramics include alumina (A120 3 ), partially stabilized

zirconia (Zr02 ), and silicon nitride (Si3N4 ). Example applications include the femoral head of total hip

replacements, and single crystal (sapphire) dental implants.

The primary research issues are:

Degradation mechanisms, e.g., crack propagation due to preferential dissolution of impurities

Durability
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Fracture toughness

Surface activity

Bioactive ceramics are designed to induce a specific biological activity; in most cases one that will give a

strong bonding to bone. The interface between a bioactive ceramic and bone is often so strong that removal

of an implant necessitates breaking the surrounding bone or, in some cases, the implant (Rawlings, 1993).

Examples of bioactive ceramics include Bioglass (Na20Ca0P203-Si0), and hydroxyapatite

(Caio(P04 )6(OH)2) sintered at high temperature. Applications include bone cement for dental and

maxillofacial reconstruction, and bioactive coatings on metallic implants for tissue ingrowth.

The primary research issues are:

Mechanisms responsible for bioactivity

Compositional dependence of bioactivity bonding to bone and soft tissue

Effect of elastic modulus mismatch on stress transfer

Effect of bioelectric potentials on interfacial bonding

Long-term stability of bioactive interfacial bonding

Long-term fatigue resistance of bioactive coatings and composites

Bioresorbable (sometimes called biodegradable) ceramics are materials that degrade by hydrolytic

breakdown in the body while they are being replaced by regenerating natural tissue; the chemical by-

products of the degrading materials are absorbed and released via metabolic processes of the body. The

dissolution rate is controlled by composition and surface area (density). Examples of bioresorbable

ceramics include calcium sulfate (Plaster of Paris - CaSOW/H-EO), tricalcium phosphate (Ca3(P04 )2 ),

hydroxyapatite (Ca 10(PO4 )6(OH)2) sintered at low temperature, and other calcium phosphate salts.

Applications include temporary bone space fillers for orthopedic, dental, and maxillofacial prostheses, and

temporary scaffolds for tissue engineering.

The relevant issues are:

How to measure bioabsorption and effect of tissue site

Calcification enhancement

Biologic effects of degradation products

Biologic pathways that interact with degradation products and effect on these pathways

How to assess effects of enzymes on degradability

Effects of processing and sterilization with labile release agents incorporated into the ceramic

Effects/control on wound healing and bone formation

When is a material a device and when is it a drug

Reluctance of industry to sponsor new biodegradables for controlled release because of regulatory cost

Polymers are organic materials consisting of large macromolecules composed of many repeating units.

They represent the largest class of biomaterials (Cooper, 2004), and are the materials of choice for most

cardiovascular devices as well as for replacement and augmentation of various soft tissues. Polymers are

also used in drug delivery systems, in diagnostic aids, and as a scaffolding material for tissue engineering

applications. Example applications include vascular grafts, heart valves, artificial hearts, breast implants,

contact and intraocular lenses, dialyzers and plasmapheresis units, coatings for pharmaceuticals, sutures,

adhesives, and blood substitutes. A few examples of polymers and their uses are given in Table 1.
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Applications Polymer( s)

Cardiovascular implants Polyethylene; poly(vinyl chloride); polyester; silicone rubber;

polyethylene terephthalate); polytetrafluoroethvlene

Orthopedic implants Ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene; poly( methyl methacrylate)

Contact and intraocular lenses Hydrogels; poly( methyl methacrylate); poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate);

poly(ethylene glycol dimethacrylate)

Drug release Poly(lactide-co-glycolide); poly(anhydride)

Tissue engineering Poly(lactic acid); poly(glycolic acid); poly(lactide-co-glycolide)

Absorbable sutures Poly(glycolide); 10/90 poly(L-lactide-co-glycolide); poly(p-dioxanone);

poly(alkylene oxalate)

Tissue adhesives Cyanoacrylates; gelatin/resorcinol; fibrin glue and subclass of hemostatic

agents which include collagen, gelatin foam, succinylated amylase, and

oxidized regenerated cellulose

Table 1 - Biomedical applications of polymers

The mechanical and thermal behavior of polymers is influenced by several factors, including the

composition of the polymer backbone and side groups, the structure of the chains, and the molecular weight

of the molecules. Plastic deformation occurs when the applied mechanical forces cause the macromolecular

chains to slide past one another. Changes in polymer composition or structure that increase resistance to

relative movement of the chains increase the strength and decrease the plasticity of the material.

Substitutions into the backbone that increase its rigidity hinder movement of the chains. Increasing

macromolecule length (molecular weight) also makes the chains less mobile and hinders their relative

movement. Polymers may also degrade in physiological environments, a process which is exploited in

many biomedical applications, including drug delivery, tissue engineering, absorbable sutures, and tissue

adhesives.

Synthetic polymers may contain various (often unspecified) additives, traces of catalysts, inhibitors, and

other chemical compounds needed for their synthesis. Over time in the physiological environment, these

compounds can leach from the polymer surface. As with the by-products released from the corrosion of

metallic implants, the chemicals released from polymers may induce adverse local and systemic host

reactions that cause clinical complications. This release is a concern for materials, such as bone cement,

that are polymerized in the body and for flexible polymers, such as poly(vinyl chloride), that contain low-

molecular-weight species (plasticizers) to make them pliable.

With respect to mechanical properties, compared with metals and ceramics, polymers have much lower

strengths and moduli but they can be deformed to a greater extent before failure. Consequently, with the

exception of ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene, polymers are generally not used in biomedical

applications that bear loads.

The primary issues for nondegradable polymers are:

Instability to gamma radiation

Reactivity with certain classes of drugs

Lack of pharmaceutical grade

Lot-to-lot variability

Tissue compatibility

Hydrolytic stability

Calcification

Risk assessment of additives, low molecular weight components, in vivo degradation products,

sterilization

Long-term performance/functionality

Lack of database to assess bulk and surface properties, additives, soft tissue reactivity, blood

interaction, mutagenicity/carcinogenicity/tumorigenesis and sterilizability

Improved understanding of in vivo interactions, role of material surface chemistry and morphological

properties in thrombus formation, protein and cell consumption, and embolus formation

Lack of standards
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The primary issues for bioresorbable and soluble polymers are:

How to measure bioabsorbability and effect of tissue site

Biological effects of degradation products

Biologic pathways that interact with degradation products and effect on these pathways

How to assess effects of enzymes on degradability

Surface vs. bulk erosion

Effect of processing and sterilization on biodegradation/bioabsorption

Processing and sterilization with labile release agents incorporated into the polymer

Effects/control of wound healing

When is a material a device and when is it a drug

Reluctance of industry to sponsor new biodegradables for controlled release because of regulatory cost

The primary issues for polymeric tissue adhesives are:

Chemical and mechanical biocompatibility

Strength and durability of adhered surfaces

Tissue adhesions

Biologic effects of degradation products

Biologic pathways that interact with degradation products and effect on these pathways

Effects of processing and sterilization on biodegradation

Effects/control of wound healing

Carbons and composite materials are grouped together herein because as a biomaterial, elemental carbon is

most often used in composite applications, such as a coating on heart valve components, or as a fiber in

carbon fiber-reinforced ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene for orthopedic applications. Composites

are materials consisting of two or more chemically distinct constituents, on a macroscale, having a distinct

interface separating them (Migliaresi, 2004). Hence composites consist of one or more discontinuous

phases embedded within a continuous phase. Most composite materials are fabricated to provide desired

mechanical properties such as strength, stiffness, toughness, and fatigue resistance. Biomaterial composite

applications include arterial prostheses, intervertebral disks duplicating the natural structure, bone fixation

plates and nails with controlled stiffness, biodegradable scaffolds for bone regeneration, prosthetic hip

stems, artificial tooth roots, bone cements, acetabular cups, artificial tendons and ligaments, and bone

filling/regeneration applications.

The research issues of importance to carbons and composite biomaterials are:

Characterization

Strength

Fracture toughness

Measurement of bioactivity in vitro and in vivo

Effects of sterilization

Biologically-derived biomaterials originate from natural sources, including human, animal, and plant

tissues. Examples of natural polymers include: proteins such as silk, keratin, collagen, gelatin, fibrinogen,

elastin, actin, and myosin; polysaccharides such as cellulose, amylase, dextran, chitin, and

glycosaminoglycans; and polynucleotides such as deoxy- and ribonucleic acids. Collagen is perhaps the

most frequently used biologically-derived biomaterial, with applications such as sutures, blood vessels

(bovine carotid artery, human umbilical vein), heart valves (processed porcine heart valve), tendons,

ligaments, dermal regeneration, and drug-delivery systems.

The issues surrounding biologically-derived biomaterials include:

Ethics

Chronic, low-level antigenic responses

Purity

Long-term durability

Calcification
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To summarize this brief overview, a schematic of the human body and examples of biomaterials

applications is found in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 - Biomaterials applications. Figure provided courtesy of MIT Open Course Ware.

Existing data and informatics

Existing biomaterials data are widely scattered across the relevant literature and the Internet; a smaller

portion of proprietary data is maintained by medical device manufacturers. The Handbook ofBiomaterial

Properties (Black, 1998), at 616 pages, is the primary printed reference. Other handbook data can be found

in: (Engelberg, 1991 (polymer data only)), (Park, 1992), (Park, 1995), (Donachie, 1998), and (Ratner,

2004b).
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Regarding biomaterials informatics, there is one known online collection of biomaterials property data. By
contrast, there are several online collections of biomolecular structural data. The former and three

examples of the latter are described.

Sponsored and hosted by the University of Michigan School of Dentistry, the Biomaterials Properties

Database (O’Brien, 1997b) is a collection of property data drawn from 244 printed references. The data are

updated periodically from a printed handbook of dental materials properties (O’Brien, 1997a).

Interestingly, although the web site includes a request for additional data submissions, the latest revision is

dated April 1997.

The data are organized by material property into 45 tables (Table 2):

1. Bond Strength Between Restorative Materials and Tooth Structures

2. Brinell Hardness Number 24. Poisson's Ratio

3. Coefficient of Friction 25. Proportional Limit

4. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (Linear) 26. Shear Strength

5. Color Range of Natural Teeth 27. Shore A Hardness

6. Colors of Dental Shade Guides 28. Solubility and Disintegration in Water

7. Contact Angle 29. Specific Heat

8. Creep of Amalgam 30. Strain in Compression

9. Critical Surface Tension 3 1 . Surface Free Energy

10. Density 32. Surface Tension

1 1 . Dynamic Modulus 33. Tear Energy

12. Elastic Modulus 34. Tear Strength

13. Flow 35. Thermal Conductivity

14. Heat of Fusion 36. Thermal Diffusivity

15. Heat of Reaction 37i Transverse Strength

16. Impact Strength, IZOD 38. Ultimate Compressive Strength

17. Index of Refraction 39. Ultimate Tensile Strength

1 8. Knoop Hardness Number 40. Vapor Pressure

19. Melting Temperatures and Ranges 41. Vickers Hardness

20. Mohs' Hardness 42. Viscosity

21. Penetration Coefficient 43. Water Sorption

22. Percent Elongation 44. Yield Strength

23. Permanent Deformation 45. Zeta Potential

Table 2 - Data tables in the Biomaterial Properties Database

After one of these properties has been selected, the next screen displays the relevant table containing all

available data sorted by material for the property chosen. Despite its inclusive name, the Biomaterials

Properties Database emphasizes dental materials, as revealed by some of the names of the data tables (e.g.,

“Color Range of Natural Teeth”, “Colors of Dental Shade Guides”, “Creep of Amalgam”, etc.) and by the

reference list, which is dominated by citations from the dental materials literature.

Turning to biomolecular structural data, there are several relevant online databases. Three examples are

discussed briefly herein. The first of these is the Nucleic Acid Database (NDB - Berman, 2002). As its

name suggests, the NDB is a repository of three-dimensional structural information about nucleic acids,

including deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA), the basic hereditary material in all

cells that contain all the information necessary to make proteins. The NDB is supported by funds from the

National Science Foundation and the Department of Energy, and is operated by Rutgers, The State

University ofNew Jersey. Begun in 1992, the NDB presently contains 2655 available structures.

A second source of biomolecular structural data is the Biological Macromolecule Crystallization Database

(BMCD - Gilliland, 1994). Sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and
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NIST, and hosted by NIST, the BMCD contains crystal data and the relevant crystallization conditions.

Begun in the 1980s, the current version of the BMCD contains 3547 crystal entries from 2526 biological

macromolecules for which diffraction quality crystals have been obtained. These include proteins,

proteimprotein complexes, nucleic acids, nucleic acidmucleic acid complexes, proteimnucleic acid

complexes, and viruses. In addition to including crystallization data reported in the literature, the BMCD
contains the NASA Protein Crystal Growth Archive, which includes the crystallization data generated from

studies carried out in a microgravity environment supported by NASA. Data from other crystallization

experiments carried out under microgravity sponsored by other international space agencies are also

included.

By far the largest structural database on biological molecules is the Protein Data Bank (PDB - Berman,

2000). Begun in 1971 with seven original structures at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, the PDB is

one of the oldest biological databases of any kind. Presently it is operated by the Research Collaboratory

for Structural Bioinformatics, whose members include: Rutgers, The State University ofNew Jersey; the

San Diego Supercomputer Center at the University of California, San Diego; and the Department of

Biochemistry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The PDB is supported by funds from the National

Science Foundation, the National Institute of General Medical Sciences, the Office of Science. Department

of Energy, the National Library of Medicine, the National Cancer Institute, the National Center for

Research Resources, the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, and the National

Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke. The PDB is the single worldwide repository for the

processing and distribution of 3-D structure data of large molecules of proteins and nucleic acids.

Structural data are submitted continuously and new releases are issued weekly. As of 13 September 2005

there were 32 598 structures contained in the PDB.

The BMCD, NDB, and PDB are all examples of the burgeoning field of structural bioinformatics, which

presently exists at the fringes of traditional biomedical materials research. However, as we shall see below,

the presence of nucleic acids, proteins and other biomolecules on biomaterials surfaces greatly influences

the biocompatibility of implants, so these data will eventually play a critical and potentially pivotal role in

the future of biomaterials science and engineering.

The data from these printed and electronic sources are used to characterize biomaterials, to design

biomedical devices, to screen or select materials for biomedical applications, to simulate biomaterial

performance, to develop protocols for the synthesis of biological macromolecules, and to substantiate

hypotheses and theory.

Desired data and informatics

Over the years there have been several panels established and workshops conducted for the purpose of

articulating the needs and opportunities in biomaterials and related subjects. A review of the ensuing

publications illustrates the evolution of these needs and opportunities. Table 3 provides a summary.

Year Panel/Event Data/informatics needed

1986 Committee

on Materials

Science and

Engineering

Evaluated materials property data for design

1988 Biomaterials

Advisory

Panel

Database that will address standardized measures of:

• Material/blood, material/soft tissue, and material/organ interactions;

• Surface characterization;

• In vivo material stability;

• Bioactivity;

• Fatigue resistance;

• Implant-interface bonding; and

• Material reference standards.

National center to develop a comprehensive database on the physical, surface.
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and biological properties of biomaterials

1995 NIH
Biomaterial

and Medical

Implant

Workshop

Central resource of databases relating to materials and devices to provide uniform

information on: material and device performance, patient acceptance, animal test

results, modes of failure, and long-term survival information

1998 NIST
Reference

Biomaterials

Workshop

(Reference biomaterials needs only articulated)

2000 NIST
Biomaterials

Reference

Data

Workshop

Databases of material properties, biological response, test methods, and clinical

performance of biomaterials used in the following applications:

• Orthopedic

• Cardiovascular

• Ophthalmic

• Dental

• Tissue-engineered

2001 NIST
Workshop

on Standards

for

Biomedical

Materials

and Devices

NIST and AdvaMed conduct workshops in:

• New biocompatibility test methods

• Accelerated life tests that can predict clinical performance of

biomaterials

• Methods for characterization of biomaterials and biomolecules

• Standardized test methods for evaluation of the biostability of materials

• Effects of sterilization on materials

Fifteen action plans for data-related measurements and standards, including:

• Develop a standard interface to properties of materials databases

• Develop standardized identifiers (tags) for measurements

• Develop data interchange standards among biomedical instruments and

implant devices

• Develop round-robin testing protocols for assuring accuracy and

precision of measurements

• Identify coordination issues between clinical data standardization and

materials and devices biomedical data requirements

2002 Biomaterials

and Medical

Implant

Science

(BMIS)

Coordinating

Committee

Workshop

Six overall recommendations:

• Establish Internet-based medical implant information and data resources

® Develop standard definitions and practices for recovering implants,

conducting research, evaluating outcomes, and reporting results

• Catalyze a scientific team approach to gather and disseminate a

comprehensive description of implant performance

® Educate key stakeholders about research on retrieved implants

• Publish a peer-reviewed law article that clarifies the medical implant

property rights of patients, manufacturers, hospitals, insurers, and other

interested parties

• Create a central source of general information regarding the medical

value, safety, lifetime, and adverse events associated with medical

implants

Table 3 - Summary of recent efforts in articulating biomaterials data/informatics needs

Each of the panels and workshops cited in Table 3 are now described in greater detail.

In 1986 the National Research Council established the Committee on Materials Science and Engineering

(Committee) to “present a unified view of recent progress and new directions in materials science and

engineering and to assess future opportunities and needs.” (Anon., 1989). Five separate panels were

derived from this Committee to address: research opportunities and needs, exploitation of materials science

and engineering for the national welfare, international cooperation and competition, research resources, and
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education. Each of the panels submitted detailed reports to the Committee, from which were prepared an

extensive report of approximately 300 pages (Anon., 1989). Biomaterials are treated as one of eight

industries in which materials science and engineering play a critical role. The other industries are:

aerospace, automotive, chemical, electronics, energy, metals, and telecommunications. Materials databases

were identified as needed by all eight industries. Additional general needs identified for biomaterials were:

high strength to weight, corrosion resistance, efficient processing, near-net-shape forming, prediction of

service life, and prediction of physical properties. More specific needs included: nonthrombogenic surfaces

(surfaces that do not promote the formation of clots), reproducible quality, stability to sterilization,

biocompatibility, hydrolytic stability, bioresorbability, and high purity. The report states that ultimately,

there will be a need for biomaterials that duplicate the physical and biological properties of all native tissues

of the body. Examples are shown in Table 4.

End Use Application Biomaterial Need

Bum/wound coverings Grafts for epithelium cell regeneration

Release of antibacterials

Cardiovascular implants Thromboresistant surfaces

Small-diameter (< 4 mm) vascular grafts

Catheters: Thromboresistant skin

cardiovascular, Infection-resistant surfaces

urinary Nondenuding (able to slip over epithelial tissue without adhering and stripping)

Controlled release Bioadhesives

Bioerodable polymers

Protein delivery

Diabetes Hybrid artificial organs

Extracorporeal blood Immobilized chemotherapeutic treatment agents and enzymes for

chemotherapy and detoxification

Neural repair Polymers that induce nerve regeneration

Ophthalmologic Artificial corneas

Vitreous implants

Soft tissue reconstruction Resorbable polymers with concurrent release of bioactive agents

Wound closure Tissue adhesives

Table 4 - Biomaterials Needs

The role of federal laboratories in general, and NIST in particular, is proposed explicitly in the report as

follows:

“The federal laboratories, especially the National Institute of Standards and

Technology in its new role, could play a valuable role in establishing test procedures,

setting standards, assembling data collections, and transferring technology to industry.”

(emphasis added)

Among the report's concluding findings are the need for: evaluated materials property data for design: the

critical collaboration among universities, government laboratories, and, most importantly, industries (in

which most of the data are first generated); and the development of widely accessible electronic databases

in convenient format.

In 1988 a biomaterials advisory panel was chartered by the National Academy of Sciences and the National

Academy of Engineering to address needs and opportunities in materials science and engineering as

perceived by the biomaterials industry (Mueller. 1991 )(Barenberg, 1991)(Barenberg, 1988). The panel

examined the short-term, intermediate, and long-term needs of the industry and how external factors such as

regulations, lack of standards, and international competition influenced the industry. The biomaterials

industry is comprised of organizations that design, fabricate, and/or manufacture materials that are used in

the health and life sciences fields. The end use applications are medical and dental devices, prostheses,

personal care/hygiene, diagnostics, drug delivery, and biotechnology systems.
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The industry can be segmented as follows:

• Artificial organs - pancreas, kidney (extracorporeal membrane oxygenator);

• Biosensors - in vivo/in vitro blood chemistries;

• Biotechnology - process/purification membranes, enzyme or cellular immobilization substrates,

cell culture systems (hollow fibers, microencapsulation), fermentation polymers (e.g., poly J3-

hydroxybutyrate);

• Cardiovascular - vascular grafts, heart valves, artificial hearts;

• Commodity/disposables - catheters (angioplasty), syringes, gowns/gloves;

• Drug delivery/hybrid artificial organs - in vivo controlled/sustained release (ocular, uterus),

transdermal release, insulin pumps, artificial pancreas, extracorporeal therapy, synthetic oxygen

carriers;

• Maxillofacial, dental, ear, nose & throat, cranial - artificial teeth, soft tissue, mandibular

augmentation, ossicular replacement and reconstruction, intracochlear and extracochlear

prostheses for the profoundly deaf;

• Ophthalmology - contact lenses, intraocular lenses, artificial comeas/intraocular implants, vitreous

implants, bioadhesives;

• Orthopedics - artificial joints (hip, knee); artificial bone (ceramic, Bioglass, hydroxyapatite),

fixation plates/screws, fixation cements (polymethyl methacrylate), spinal fusion, tendon

prostheses, artificial ligaments);

• Packaging - personal care (sanitary napkins, tampons, condoms), diapers, environmentally

degradable polymers, parenterals; and

• Wound management - sutures, bioadhesives, dressings, staples, artificial skin, bum dressings.

The biomaterials industry informatics needs were stated quite succinctly in both (Barenberg, 1988) and

(Barenberg, 1991) as follows: “The biomedical materials industry needs to develop a database of

information that will address standardized measures of:

• Material/blood, material/soft tissue, and material/organ interactions;

• Surface characterization;

• In vivo material stability;

• Bioactivity;

• Fatigue resistance;

• Implant-interface bonding; and

• Material reference standards.”

Related to this need, under the heading “Resource Needs”, we find in (Barenberg, 1991):

“Particularly needed is a national center to develop a comprehensive database on the

physical, surface, and biological properties of materials for use in medicine and biology.

A national center would also evaluate and establish standard testing procedures and

standard materials for use by the R&D community. It should have an industrial advisory

board, as well as an advisory board composed of academic researchers and clinicians. It

should probably be housed either in or under the auspices of NIST and funded by the

FDA and NIH, as well as by NIST.” (emphasis added)

On 16-17 October 1995, the National Institutes of Health convened a workshop that brought together over

100 university, industry, and government experts in biomaterials, medical implants, and the clinical

sciences (Eisenberger, 1996). The workshop participants were charged with recommending directions that

would advance the science of biomaterials and improve the success of medical implants. The workshop

attendees were divided into six working groups to focus on the following topic areas: biocompatibility;

manufacturing; commercial implant materials; laboratory and clinical evaluations; and device monitoring,

retrieval, and databases. Recommendations were integrated from the findings of the six working groups,

and can be divided into two categories: ( 1 ) scientific priorities leading to full understanding and creation of

successful implants, and (2) an implementation strategy to help realize the future potential of the research

advances in the field of biomaterials and medical implants.
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Recommended scientific priorities included the design and development of biologically based materials,

establishment of an enriched scientific basis for determining the performance and quality of implants, and

improvements in advanced processing and manufacturing techniques. Articulated needs included the

design and development of materials and devices endowed with biological structure and function, new
materials that integrate better understanding of the tissue-device interface, and “smart” and self-monitoring

materials for cell-based and gene-based therapies. To optimize costs and patient benefit, more efficient

methods are needed to assess human acceptance of biomaterials and medical implants, as are more

predictive, less-costly in vivo and in vitro models. Developing these will require a focus on reliability,

accelerated testing, failure analysis models, clinical trials, outcome analysis, and improved understanding of

the biology-biomaterial interface. This latter issue is key as seemingly minor differences in surface finish

can substantially change the tissue response to an implant.

Regarding implementation strategies, the primary strategy advanced is to promote multidisciplinary

research and design through mission-directed and hypothesis-driven programs. The informatics needs were

articulated plainly (Eisenberger, 1996):

“Without question, a central resource of databases relating to materials and devices is

needed to provide uniform information on material and device performance, patient

acceptance, animal test results, modes of failure, long-term survival information, and the

array of additional elements needed to answer risk-benefit questions and project

probabilities of success for new materials, devices, and designs. Reference materials

should be made available for both research and education. These materials and the

information in the database may significantly facilitate the development of improved

models.” (emphasis added)

The key participating government agencies charged with effecting this vision were also identified: NIH, the

National Science Foundation, and NIST.

On 13 November 1998, NIST hosted a workshop to obtain a clearer assessment of the current needs for

reference biomaterials with regard to standards, research, and regulatory purposes (Tesk, 2000). In addition

to NIST, sponsoring organizations included NIH. FDA. and the Society for Biomaterials (SFB).

Approximately 40 people attended the workshop, with 16 employed in industry. The workshop was

motivated by related ongoing discussions at meetings of NIH. ASTM, and SFB. Also contributing to the

timing of the workshop was a 1997 agreement among NIH, NIST, and FDA for cooperation on the

development of needed reference biomaterials. The workshop established needs and priorities that strongly

reflect the current status of materials selection within three biomaterials areas: orthopedic applications,

cardiovascular applications, and tissue-engineered medical products.

Two high-priority reference biomaterials, composed of different forms of ultra-high molecular weight

polyethylene (UHMWPE), were identified for the orthopedic industry: reference bar stock and particulate

UHMWPE. The reference bar material is widely used by industry and researchers to provide a common
reference for measurement comparisons and is essential for round-robin tests. The reference particulate is

needed to provide a reference baseline for research into the biologic effects of particulate wear debris from

artificial joints, and should provide size, size distribution, shape, and morphology typical of wear debris

found around orthopedic implants that have loosened.
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Representatives of the cardiovascular industry expressed support for the development of polyurethane

reference materials. It was emphasized that important properties for each reference biomaterial must be

clearly identified, and that a clear rationale for each proposed biomaterial must be articulated. A ready

supply of reference cardiovascular biomaterials was deemed preferable to an off-the-shelf commercial

product with a proprietary formulation.

With regard to tissue-engineered medical products, it was observed that this field is in an embryonic state

relative to traditional biomaterials. However, a definite need for reference tissue cell-lines does exist. Due

to the nascence of the field, further research is necessary to define reference cells, including the

development of stable, nontransformed cell lines. It was agreed that the best approach for determining

reference biomaterial needs for tissue-engineered medical products would be identified through the

development of consensus standards through the activities of Division IV of the ASTM F04 Committee on

Medical Devices and Surgical Materials and Devices.

Because of the need for stable, nonbiased sources for reference biomaterials, it was concluded that NIST
should serve as the repository and primary distributor.

On 27 July 2000 NIST hosted a workshop to determine whether needs existed for the establishment of

reference databases on the properties of biomaterials (Tesk, 2001). Among the approximately 65 workshop

attendees were representatives from industry, academia, FDA, NIH, and NIST. The scope of the workshop

included consideration of reference property database needs in five categories of biomaterials: orthopedic,

cardiovascular, ophthalmologic, dental, and tissue-engineered. A plenary session on other issues focused

specifically on database access, content, and maintenance. Also addressed was the need for non-critiqued

(unevaluated) data and for reference biomaterials useful for developing data.

Generic attributes of biomaterial databases that were identified included: relevance to ISO 10993 (a set of

harmonized standards that address the biological evaluation of medical devices), flexibility with regard to

current literature and test data, timeliness (with frequent updating), absence of marketing hyperbole, control

of data quality, and content of engineering information on usage (such as applicable shelf life). Undesirable

attributes identified were: commercial charges for use of the database, administration by a regulatory

agency, and data oriented to a particular device as opposed to a type of device. The database! s) developed

should be available online, and should enable users to select and qualify materials rapidly. Four levels of

database portals were proposed and are summarized in Table 5.

Portal Access & User Content Critical review needed?

I Public All materials No
II Public All materials Yes, NIST-led

III Public limited access Reference materials Yes, NIST
IV FDA-Supplier-User Specific materials N/A to NIST

Table 5 - Biomaterial database portals

For orthopedic biomaterials, the properties deemed most useful were:

( 1 ) composite biomaterial properties, including:

(a) material performance related to wear, biocompatibility, clinical and academic-type laboratory

responses of biomaterials, and

(b) properties of biomaterials according to classical descriptors;

(2) biological response to materials:

(a) at the cellular level, and

(b) whole animal responses;

(3) bulk and surface properties of materials:

(a) pre-implantation, and

(b) post-implantation.
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It was determined that there was a need for a reference database that includes standardized test methods,

properties on reference materials, and properties as derived from materials that have been processed

according to those required for applications to a device.

On the subject of a cardiovascular biomaterials database, it was proposed that such a database should

contain the properties of biomaterials that are relevant to specific biomedical device applications, as

opposed to data according to material type and properties. Furthermore, data for device applications should

be limited to realistic applications with immediate needs. The identified device-specific biomaterials and

their needed properties are:

(1) chemically treated, bioprosthetic soft tissue valves

(a) virgin mechanical properties according to classical test methods,

(b) mechanical properties according to deformation modes,

(c) durability for specific deformation modes, and

(d) methods of chemical treatment and verification of cross-linking chemistry (for standardization

of methods);

(2) cardiovascular device polymeric materials

(a) biocompatibility,

(b) platelet adhesion,

(c) high-cycle fatigue in tension and flexure,

(d) absorption, and

(e) analyses of data to assess the appropriateness of time-temperature superposition methods for

accelerated durability testing;

(3) endovascular stent alloys

(a) corrosion behavior, and

(b) shape-memory effects of virgin and low amplitude fatigue tested alloys; and

(4) arteriovenous shunts of poly(tetrafluoroethylene)

(a) burst test results,

(b) puncture resistance,

(c) recovery and sealability of punctures,

(d) biocompatibility,

(e) platelet adhesion,

(f) virgin mechanical properties,

(g) high-cycle fatigue in tension and flexure, and

(h) absorption.

Regarding an ophthalmic biomaterials database, it was determined that such a database was needed, and

that it should include data on properties that would be useful for providing calibration standards. An
ophthalmic biomaterials database could also be used as a stable benchmark against which other data could

be evaluated. For example, currently, most intraocular lens implants are fabricated from either

poly(dimethylsiloxane), poly( methyl methacrylate), or poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate), and reference data

on the properties of these implant materials are needed for benchmark and calibration purposes. The most

important properties include: mechanical properties (obtained from tensile and flexural tests), optical

properties (refractive index, transparency), chemical properties (surface hydrophobicity, water content), and

biological behavior (interactions and safety).

The optimal dental materials database would document the composition, properties, and clinical

performance of dental materials. Also identified as critical were reference methods on the characterization

and processing of dental biomaterials. Database and methods priorities include: metal-implant coatings,

bone graft materials (autologous and augmentation substitutes), polymeric bone fixation devices, barrier

membranes, and sterilization methods.

On the question of a tissue engineered biomaterials properties database, it was proposed that nonproprietary

data be obtained via a survey of key tissue engineering research organizations. The polymeric biomaterials

and properties to be addressed are shown in Tables 6 and 7.
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Polymer type Examples

Natural Alginate, collagen, chitosan, hyaluronic acid

Synthetic resorbable Poly(ethylene glycol), poly(glycolic acid), poly(lactic acid),

polyphosphazanes, polypropylene fumarate), polytryosine

Synthetic nonresorbable Biological mimicking pendant group substitutions

Table 6 - Tissue engineered biomaterials

Property type Examples

Chemical/physical Bulk chemical composition, porosity, products of degradation, degradation rate,

viscosity (apparent, intrinsic), monomer and co-monomer characteristics (block

length, random, alternating, etc.), molecular mass (mass average, number average,

polydispersity), hydrogel properties (osmotic and pH stability, swelling, permeability,

diffusion, absorption, partition), surface roughness, protein absorption

Mechanical Elastic and flexural moduli; compressive, yield, and tensile strengths; effects of

porosity and molecular mass on mechanical properties; interfacial characterizations

(surface: morphology, free energy, chemical composition)

Table 7 - Tissue engineered biomaterials properties

The July 2000 workshop also identified several needed reference biomaterials, as shown in Table 8.

Category Reference biomaterial

Orthopedic UHMWPE (solid and particulate forms)

Titanium and titanium alloys

Cobalt-chromium alloys

Aluminum oxide

Zirconium oxide

Hydroxyapatite (HA) and related calcium phosphate compounds of biological

significance and use

Stainless steels

Poly(methyl methacrylate)

Poly(lactic acid)

Poly(glycolic acid)

Polyfumarates

Cements and glues

Bioglass

Coatings and surface modified materials (coatings of silver, diamond, biologies, etc.)

Carbon-based composites

[Note: UHMWPE Reference Material RM 8456 became available from NIST in

October 2000; Standard Reference Material 2910 for HA is also available]

Cardiovascular Polyurethanes

Ophthalmic Poly(dimethylsiloxane)

Poly( methyl methacrylate)

Poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate)

Dental Calcium phosphate/sulfate materials

Bioglass

Barrier membranes

Metals

[Note: SRM 2910 for hydroxyapatite already exists]

Tissue-engineered Three-dimensional reference tissue scaffolds of known porosity, interconnectivity,

surface and bulk chemistry, physical and mechanical properties, and cellular reactivity
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Table 8 - Needed reference biomaterials

The workshop final plenary session yielded the following conclusions:

(1) Alliances are needed among industry, government, and academia to accomplish the articulated

objectives;

(2) Reference materials and databases are both needed immediately;

(3) Action is needed immediately for establishing databases from whatever methods that can be

employed (for both evaluated and unevaluated data);

(4) Data from model materials is a primary need;

(5) There is a need to include both biological and material data in one source;

(6) Portals should be open as soon as possible without charge; and

(7) Tissue engineering probably needs special considerations (attention to needs).

The following roles were proposed for the participating organizations:

(1) Industry: assume leadership roles and take the lead in securing funding for reference materials

(through NIH Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program), provide funding to others

(e.g., subcontracting of an SBIR grant), provide raw materials/final products, share existing data,

conduct testing, and develop test methods;

(2) Academia: develop test methods, conduct testing, evaluate data;

(3) Government: catalyze database developments by leading in the formation of alliances, coordinate

evaluated database and reference material developments, provide funding (NIH for reference

materials; NIST for data), evaluate data (NIST lead with FDA counsel), design databases, and

assist others in database design (NIST and FDA) and design of test methods.

As of January 2001, an alliance for ophthalmic reference data and reference materials had been formed, the

beginning of an alliance for development of a reference tissue scaffold had been initiated, activities had

been pursued for the development of an industry-supplied properties database, links between databases

were under consideration, and an alliance for some cardiovascular synthetic reference materials continued.

Further alliances were needed for the remaining biomaterials property databases and reference materials.

On 13-14 June 2001 NIST sponsored a workshop on standards for biomedical materials and devices (Anon,

2001 ). Workshop co-sponsors included: the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation,

the American Dental Association, AdvaMed (the world's largest medical technology association

representing manufacturers of medical devices, diagnostic products and medical information systems),

ASTM, SFB, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, and NIH. Also cooperating were the American

Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering (AIMBE) and FDA.

The primary goal of the workshop was to identify and prioritize standards needs in selected biomedical

materials and devices technologies as the basis for a NIST standards strategy in those areas. A second goal

of the workshop was to obtain recommendations for collaborations between NIST and other key

stakeholders in the biomedical materials and devices industry to address national and international

standards issues. The participants at the workshop were chosen from among a core group of idea

generators and decision makers from industrial companies; organizations that shape the standards,

regulatory, and research and development environment in which those companies work; and the standards

community.

In general terms, workshop participants recommended that NIST contribute resources to: standards writing

and standards development; committee leadership and participation; measurement and calibration methods;

test method validation; databases; and Standard Reference Materials and other Reference Materials.

Several workshop participants cited NIST's value as a neutral, objective party in technical matters. Also

stressed by many workshop presenters was NIST’s value as a source of information.
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More specifically, it was proposed that NIST and AdvaMed organize and conduct workshops on the

following topics:

• New biocompatibility test methods. Existing biocompatibility tests are inadequate because they

fail to predict long-term adverse events. Among the key needs are predictive biocompatibility

tests to assess the effects of: long term leaching of material components, materials on immune
response, and carcinogenicity of materials.

• Accelerated life tests that can predict clinical performance of biomaterials. Because of the

numerous devices and simulators used for device testing, it is virtually impossible to compare in a

meaningful way the results from one simulator test to another in order to predict the behavior of

the material in its intended application. What is needed are accelerated material tests and unifying

methods of analysis that can superimpose the effects from different test and simulator-device tests

and that can be applied universally (i.e., internationally).

• Methods for characterization of biomaterials and biomolecules. New test methods for assessing

host response, targeted to the use and pathway for eliciting response, must be developed.

Inhalation and ingestion tests are being used, for example, in cases that relate to long-term

implantable materials, which dose through direct contact or through the bloodstream.

• Standardized test methods for evaluation of the biostability of materials. Tests for relevant

assessment of the long-term stability of materials proposed (or used) as biomaterials do not exist.

Existing tests address only short term stability and need to be reviewed as to how well they satisfy

the need.

• Effects of sterilization on materials. Sterilization methods are needed for tissue engineered

medical products. How sterilization by different methods may impact on long term biostability,

risk assessment, lifetime performance, and biocompatibility needs to be considered. Standardized

tests for assessing the effects of sterilization need to be developed.

Included in the design of the NIST Workshop on Standards for Biomedical Materials and Devices was a

small data group, composed of industry and government experts experienced in data management and

information technology. This group participated in the discussions of all of the workshop’s breakout groups

to identify the data management and information technology requirements that were discussed in those

sessions. Based on these requirements, the data group formulated action plans in fifteen (15) areas for

NIST to cooperate with industry in developing the needed measurements and standards. These proposed

action plans are as follows:

(1) Develop a standard interface to properties of materials databases. Manufacturers of biomedical

devices need access to publicly available information about the physical, chemical, and

performance characteristics or properties of materials used in the manufacture of such devices.

Needed is a standard way to represent different kinds of properties in a properties database so

that a single software application can access multiple materials databases.

(2) Develop standardized identifiers (tags) for measurements. The biomedical materials and devices

industry needs collaboration by stakeholders on standardized tags to identify physical and

chemical measurements (e.g., the MatML project), and standard ways to represent different

kinds of properties in a properties database so that a single software application can access

multiple materials databases.

(3) Conduct a workshop on standardizing biomedical materials data registry methodology. The

NIST Information Technology Laboratory has experience in standardizing data registries, and

the contacts with the leaders in data registry development; thus ITL should lead in the

organization of a workshop for the biomedical materials and devices industry segments.
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(4) Provide technical assistance for the development of audiometric data structures. A data

representative with experience in extensible Markup Language (XML) and data modeling is

needed to work with domain experts of American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

Committee S3 (Bioacoustics) WG86 to develop Audiometric Data Structures.

(5) Initiate a Technical Working Group on Ontology for Clinical Responses. The working group, in

addition to recognized representatives of the biomedical materials and devices industry, should

include scientists experienced in knowledge representation methodologies and software systems

that draw inferences from data, and clinicians to evaluate and adopt appropriate terminology.

NIST ontology specialists can assist in defining the scope and program of work for the working

group, along with FDA and NIH participation.

(6) Develop data interchange standards among biomedical instruments and implant devices.

Common high-level standard formats and data structures for interchanging biomedical data are

needed for intra/extracorporeal communication. The Biotechnology Industry Organization

(BIO) is cooperating with several major software vendors (e.g.. Sun, IBM) to define standard

biological data structures that can be transmitted, queried, and modified by different software

systems with no loss of semantics. Interested participants are needed for the BIO effort to

identify data structures and a parallel effort to represent those structures as XML documents for

interchange.

(7) Develop round-robin testing protocols for assuring accuracy and precision of measurements.

Generic protocols and tailored protocols for round-robin testing need to be developed to assure

that appropriate numerical methods and statistical controls can be maintained throughout the

round-robin testing process. Standards development organizations, biomedical materials and

devices manufacturing firms, NIST materials scientists, manufacturing engineers, and

statisticians, should all be involved.

(8) Establish a working group to develop patient anonymization standards. Just as traceability of

test measurements to standard reference materials and test methods standards is essential, so also

there is a need for the ability to trace test results back to the individual patients from which

measurements and responses were derived, while maintaining confidentiality. For the effective

monitoring of the clinical use of biomedical materials and devices, and for device/patient

tracking over time periods, there is a need for patient anonymization standards. The working

group should include clinicians from academia, government and the biotechnology industry, as

well as data and IT security specialists who are working in the health area.

(9) Establish a working group to develop device/patient tracking standards. Clinicians and

biomedical device manufacturers have a need for uniformly tracking these devices and patient

responses over time, requiring a consensus on the types and methods of data tracking. The

working group should include clinicians from academia, government and the biotechnology

industry, along with data specialists working in the health area. NIST data engineers should

convene the working group in order to define the scope and program of work, with cooperation

from FDA and NIH clinical research specialists.

(10) Develop standards for the security of data on the measurements of biomedical materials and

devices. Clinical researchers, evaluators and users of biomedical materials and devices capture

and use patient healthcare information, which must be protected in accordance with national

laws and regulations. There is a need for standards and measurements for protecting the

integrity and confidentiality of patient data/information. Participants in the discussion should

include biomedical materials and device providers, clinicians, academia, government, as well as

data and information security specialists who are working in the health area. NIST can provide

leadership by holding an initial meeting to coordinate standards development, conformance test

development, and implementation cooperation.
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(11) Identify internal NIST knowledge base and information expertise. Coordination of the NIST
internal information and data expertise is needed, so that the appropriate expertise can be

identified and approached for possible collaboration by organizations in the biomedical

materials and devices industries. A series of workshops ofNIST personnel that support

information handling in all NIST laboratories and programs should be held. The goals of these

workshops would be to: (1) identify and categorize all of NIST’s information and data

management expertise; (2) provide the relevant NIST staff with an understanding of

complementary expertise in other NIST personnel; and (3) communicate these information

management capabilities to the biomedical materials and devices industry to maximize the

potential for Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) and other

cooperative programs and voluntary standards activities.

(12) Conduct a workshop on ontology technology for nomenclatures, biomedical materials

characterizations and device performance characterization. A fundamental difficulty in the

characterization of biomedical materials and the performance of devices is the need to describe

many interconnected parameters and attributes in terms of how they affect the performance of

the materials and devices in different operating contexts and under different operating

conditions. The semantic interconnectedness of these data items in operational contexts can be

represented in computer-interpretable forms through domain ontologies. These domain

ontologies can support the compatibility and consistency of the knowledge bases of each

organization that supplies products in the value chain of the manufacturing processes of the

specialized industry segments for different biomedical materials and devices. A NIST-

sponsored workshop that will be informative for participants from the biomedical materials and

devices industry is needed.

(13) Develop conformance tests for the advanced features of SQL’99. Many of the complex

characterizations of materials and of the performance of devices in their operational

environments need to be represented in databases in ways that can be automatically (without

human examination and interpretation) interpreted by rules in other databases. Without

conformance tests, implementation agreements, and protocols for interoperability testing, major

errors can occur in processing data structures across different databases. Database standard

developers, database systems vendors, and government agency data experts could participate in

the development of conformance tests for the advanced features of SQL’99.

(14) Provide a forum and technical support for the automation of the regulatory submission/reporting

processes. Manufacturers need to make submissions to various government agencies regarding

the biomedical products and devices that they manufacture. Currently it is common practice to

fill out the forms used by these agencies manually. To automate this process, a forum is needed

where biomedical device manufacturers that prepare reports and the government agencies that

receive them can meet to agree on the structure and content of reporting forms. Also necessary

is participation of personnel skilled in data and process modeling and representation of data

structures in some interchange format such as XML. NIST personnel with experience in data

modeling and data interchange, and knowledge of existing standards, could assist in developing

candidate specifications for joint approval by the affected parties.

(15) Identify coordination issues between clinical data standardization and materials and devices

biomedical data requirements. As the data requirements of the biomedical materials and devices

industry become better understood, it will be important to assure that no conflicts or

incompatibilities are developed between clinical data standards and biomedical materials and

devices data agreements. The ANSI Healthcare Informatics Standards Board (HISB) is

coordinating standards development for electronic messages that include clinical data; similarly,

the ANSI Medical Devices Standards Board (MDSB) coordinates standards for medical devices.

NIST data scientists can become involved by identifying compatibility issues and bringing them

to the appropriate standards bodies for clarification and resolution.
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On September 19 to 20, 2002, the Biomaterials and Medical Implant Science (BMIS) Coordinating

Committee organized a workshop to evaluate the role of the Federal government in obtaining and

disseminating data gained from medical implants to ensure safer health care (Anon., 2002). The BMIS
committee was formed in 1997 by Dr. Harold Varmus, then Director of NIH, and serves as a trans-agency

technical group, which coordinates research programs and develops joint initiatives and workshops in

biomaterials and medical implant science. The committee includes representatives from NIH, NIST, NSF,

FDA, and AdvaMed.

The purpose of the September 2002 workshop was to consider the Federal government's role in providing

medical implant information to ensure safer health care, and to evaluate the role for the Federal government

in extracting and disseminating information gained from explanted medical implants. The goals of the

workshop were threefold:

1 ) Define the role of the Federal government to encourage the use of explanted medical devices for

research.

2) Design a structure for Federal programs to support the gathering and dissemination of data derived

from medical implant retrieval.

3) Design a Federal program to promote implant retrieval for use in research intended to ensure safer

health care.

Attending the workshop were 86 representatives from a wide range of backgrounds, including clinical

medicine, biomedical research, information technology, law, ethics, patient advocacy, and Federal program

development. Ten invited speakers discussed topics pertinent to medical implant retrieval and provided an

overview of current practices in implant research and education. Following the plenary presentations,

attendees addressed the goals of the workshop in four breakout sessions: Education and Information,

Medical Implant Research, Non-Technical Issues, and Dimensions of Health Informatics.

The following overall workshop recommendations resulted:

1) Establish Internet-based medical implant information and data resources for patients, clinicians,

researchers, designers, manufacturers, and other interested persons. These data will improve the

design, fabrication, quality, and reliability of these implants and ensure enhanced safety and

performance of future implants.

2) Develop standard definitions and practices for recovering implants, conducting research, evaluating

outcomes, and reporting results. These standards will facilitate the creation of a reference source of

aggregate data on implant device characteristics and allow electronic data exchange for long-term

safety improvement and technical innovation for medical implant products.

3) Catalyze a scientific team approach to gather and disseminate a comprehensive description of implant

performance and thus provide improved healthcare. The data acquired from clinical trials of a novel

but critical device may demonstrate safety and efficacy over a limited time period, ranging from several

months to a few years, before the device is released into commercial distribution. To improve the next

generation of products, a mechanism to retrieve and evaluate more subtle aspects of device

performance is also needed.

4) Educate key stakeholders about research on retrieved implants. Education about normal implant

function and expected outcomes, potential adverse reactions (analogous to drug therapy), and the value

of explant research all play an important role in enhancing medical device research.

5) Publish a peer-reviewed law article that clarifies the medical implant property rights of patients,

manufacturers, hospitals, insurers, and other interested parties. The article will address the current

state-of-the-law on ownership of both synthetic and natural retrieved implants and their use via
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bequest, donation, or other contractual transfer (e.g., sale or lease) upon explantation as a result of

revision surgery or death.

6) Create a central source of general information regarding the medical value, safety, lifetime, and adverse

events associated with medical implants. Internet-based resources are an effective means for

communicating accurate and up-to-date information in a format that is understandable to patients. This

information should be derived from a standardized aggregate reference dataset that would provide

consistent and dependable information.

Barriers

The barriers to progress in all of the recommendations cited above may be organized primarily into three

categories: infrastructural, economic, and legal. In some cases individual barriers may effectively stymie

further developments, while in other cases two or more barriers act in concert to halt progress. We shall

explore each category in turn.

The principal infrastructural barrier has already been stated: the absence of established standards for testing

biomaterials for all but a handful of mechanical property test methods. Recall that in the investigation of

corrosion resistance, biocompatibility, and bioadhesion, the absence of standardization has led to great

variations in test methods, hence the results of such tests are not comparable. A 1978 report [Galletti, 1978]

identified a major roadblock to the development of materials to handle and process blood is the lack of an

operational definition of blood compatibility. The scientific community had yet to agree on test and

evaluation methods whereby biomechanical properties are appropriately characterized in physico-chemical

terms, and whereby the blood compatibility of a material is quantitatively defined in the proper biological

environment. Little progress has apparently been made in the 27 years that have elapsed since these

observations were made. Despite the proliferation of data generated since then, we can hardly combine

data from separate experiments if those experiments were not conducted according to established protocols.

Another infrastructural barrier is found in the multidisciplinary nature of the field. Much biomaterials

research requires expertise in at least two of the following disciplines: biology, materials

science/engineering, surface science, biomedical engineering, and medicine. Within medicine, many
specialties draw on biomaterials: ophthalmology, orthopedics, cardiology, dermatology, surgery, and many
more. Our academic institutions are largely ill equipped to handle multidisciplinary work, in both research

and teaching. Federations of intellectual “silos” are more the rule than the exception in academia today. It

takes at least eight years of dedicated study beyond secondary school to develop expertise (at the junior

level) in any one of the fields mentioned above; the prospect of an additional 4 to 8 years of study required

to develop interdisciplinary proficiency in biomaterials serves to limit the ranks of dedicated biomaterials

researchers. With limited quantities of researchers, the amount of generated data that are suitable for

populating biomaterials informatics is correspondingly limited.

The second category of barriers to progress is economic. Several of the panels or workshops summarized in

the preceding section identified the need for a central data resource to provide a host of useful data and

information in the areas of mechanical/surface properties, biological properties/response, material stability,

test methods, clinical performance, etc. None of the summary panel/workshop reports indicate how to or

who will fund such an undertaking. In cases where a report calls on federal agencies to lead these efforts,

the agencies cited include FDA, NIH, and NIST. As above in the discussion of infrastructural barriers to

progress, a combination of agencies is probably required here not only because of the multidisciplinary

nature of biomaterials, but also so as to spread the cost among more partners.

Funding for implant registries is apparently difficult to obtain and sustain [Anon., 2000]. Institutions and

professional societies have supported limited patient registries/databases, and manufacturers have

established patient registries both voluntarily and when asked to do so by regulatory agencies. Provisioning

a universal data bank - with components for tracking and adequate representation of device and patient

experience over time - appears to be prohibitively expensive at this time.
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The principal legal barrier to the generation of biomaterials data and informatics arises from the shortage of

biomaterials as a result of litigation against biomedical device manufacturers and biomaterials suppliers

[RAND, 2000]. Apparently, producers of biomaterials have felt the need to restrict the supply of their

products to the makers of implantable medical devices. Both domestic and foreign companies are known to

have restricted the supply of materials for implantable medical-device applications, decisions that followed

in the wake of adverse litigation.

The limitations on the availability of biomaterials could have effects beyond those of limitations on

available data for related informatics. Medical device firms may have to stockpile materials, diverting

resources from product innovation and development to find and qualify alternative suppliers, confine their

operations to offshore sites, abandon manufacturing certain products, or quit the business entirely.

Academic, government, and entrepreneurial institutions may not be able to advance their research on future

diagnostic and therapeutic approaches involving technologies such as tissue engineering and cell therapy

and transform them into viable products, because most of these efforts require the use of biomaterials.

Finally, implantable medical devices for patients may become less available.

In July 1998, Congress enacted the Biomaterials Access Assurance Act in response to this evolving

situation. The act’s intent was to ensure biomaterials access for device manufacturers and for those who
develop implantable devices. The act affords biomaterials suppliers some shelter from liability lawsuits if

they simply act as suppliers of the raw biomaterial for the medical devices and the material meets quality

standards. While it is too early to tell whether the legislation is having its intended effect, a careful, fact-

based examination of the evolving situation is probably warranted.

Another legal barrier in the particular case of implant retrieval and analysis arises out of uncertainties about

who owns an implanted device. As with other questions about rights protected by property law, a number

of parties may assert an interest in a device, and the resolution of disputes about ownership will depend-to

some extent on the terms of contractual agreements among these parties. Ultimately the issue has less to do

with ownership than with custody and control of potentially relevant evidence. Even if litigation is not

pending, entities in possession of an explant may avoid engaging in retrieval analysis because of fear of the

prospect of subsequent litigation and charges of intentional destruction of evidence. The possibility of

future litigation may also discourage attempts to retrieve devices in the first place. Finally, independent

researchers may hesitate to undertake implant retrieval and analysis either because litigants may subpoena

their work or manufacturers may threaten product disparagement lawsuits if unflattering results are

published.

In the case of implant retrieval and analysis, an additional barrier arises from religious beliefs. Among
most sects, there appears to be no objection to retrieval of medical devices from living or dead persons for

purposes of analysis or assessment. However, some sects strenuously oppose any mutilation of the body,

either before or after death. Others make allowances for implant removal if pre- or post-mortem retrieval

procedures are done in a timely manner, the wound is sutured, and the corpse is treated with respect as

though it were a living patient.

Opportunities

The issues and needs surrounding biomaterials data and informatics identified above, tempered by the

barriers to progress in these areas, suggest a plethora of opportunities in the field, far greater than available

intellectual, infrastructural, and financial resources can provide.

With regard to the question of what types of biomaterials informatics are needed, it appears that the greater

demand is for databases, regardless of subject matter, as there were no calls for expert systems, case-based

reasoning systems, hypermedia, or other advanced informatics. This preference may be attributable to the

relative immaturity of biomaterials as a field of research, and the paucity of standards for biomaterials

property measurements. As mentioned above, this latter limitation also forestalls the development of



databases with data from multiple sources, and indeed even limits straightforward comparison of such data.

The application of biomaterials into biomedical devices also seems to resist classification into a collection

of heuristic rules found in expert systems. Similarly, while there are numerous cases of biomaterials

applications, and millions of implantations made through clinical trials and following biomedical device

sales, there are no repositories of case histories that could constitute an effective case-based reasoning

system - the case data are either incomplete or simply unavailable.

A pivotal development in the delivery of biomaterials data has been the rise of the Internet, or more

specifically, the World Wide Web. This development is reflected in the progression of information

technology cited in literature covering biomaterials data needs. The earliest such writings (approximately

20 years ago) simply cite the need for evaluated materials property data for design, with no mention of

dissemination platform, the assumption undoubtedly being publication in the traditional print media,

including handbooks and journals. By 1988 the biomaterials community had coalesced sufficiently to unite

and call for a “National Center” to be established and develop a comprehensive database on biomaterials

property data. Ten years ago the need was articulated for a central resource of databases providing uniform

information on a variety of biomaterial performance data. In recent years the community consensus has

included: the need for a standard interface to biomaterials property databases, standardized identifiers for

measurements, and data exchange protocols, all of which suggest multiple contributors to database

development, which in turn of course implies and is greatly facilitated by the Internet, or more commonly,

the World Wide Web. Continuing this trend, the most recent biomaterials data delivery recommendations

explicitly specify Internet-based information and data resources. With the World Wide Web considered by

many the first (and often only) resort for data, the opportunity for widespread dissemination of biomaterials

property and performance data is well established. Regarding the accessibility of these data, the consensus

of authors who have addressed this issue is for biomaterials property data to be available as openly as

possible, with respect to privacy concerns in the case of implant/explant data and intellectual property rights

concerning proprietary data.

From the biomaterials science perspective, potentially pivotal new developments include: biomimetic

materials (Shin, 2003), combinatorial and computational biomaterials design (Kohn, 2004), surface-

modified biomaterials (Ratner, 2004a), tissue engineering (Lavik, 2004), and ultimately, regenerative

medicine (Salgado, 2004). The data needs of these fields have not yet been fully articulated; however, brief

consideration of the science and engineering applied in these disciplines suggest possible promising

avenues of data-related work.

Biomimetics may be defined broadly as the abstraction of good design from nature. Nature has managed to

build materials with broad functionality, heterogeneity and stability by using a comparatively limited

number of building blocks. For example, hydroxyapatite, with composition Cai 0(PO4 )6(OH)2 ,
is the

principal natural material found in bone. A considerable amount of research has been conducted on the use

of hydroxyapatite and other forms of calcium phosphate coupled with synthetic and other natural

biomaterials to induce bone formation. Another naturally occurring calcium-based material that induces

rapid bone formation is nacre, or mother-of-pearl, which constitutes the lining of many seashells. Nacre is a

composite material having a mass fraction composition of more than 95 % of calcium carbonate and about

5 % protein that serves as a “mortar” to bind together a brick-like mineral structure. Nacre also has

outstanding mechanical properties, comparable to those of titanium. Hence from the standpoint of

mechanics alone, nacre is an attractive candidate for a bone implant, and some clinical trials have already

shown success [Ni, 2003]. Both osteoinductive and mechanical properties thus make nacre a promising

candidate for dental implants and bone grafting. Identification and investigation of these and other

attractive biomimetic materials with accompanying relevant property data would certainly enable more

widespread application of such materials.

Combinatorial and computational methodologies have been rarely used in the field of biomaterials,

primarily because it has been difficult to establish appropriate computational models that can describe the

complicated interactions between biomaterials and living tissue. However, computational modeling

techniques have progressed sufficiently where the biomaterials discovery process may start with the

creation of large virtual biomaterials libraries. With most initial work concentrated on polymeric
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biomaterials, virtual polymer libraries, or large collections of polymer structures, have been created using

various molecular-modeling tools. The model structures are then used to derive predictions on polymer

properties, thereby creating a rational means for selecting a smaller subset of virtual polymers for actual

synthesis and exploration. This approach, commonly used in drug discovery, has only recently been

explored as a tool in biomaterials design. In this context, quantitative structure-property relationship

models enable prediction of target properties for a library of compounds, thereby accelerating and

optimizing the biomaterials discovery process. Evaluation of these data for reliability and self-consistency

according to established practice such as described in (Munro, 2003) would obviously improve their

credibility and thereby hasten the application of these newly discovered biomaterials.

The surface chemistry and topography of biomaterials greatly influence biocompatibility and host response.

A biomaterial once implanted induces an immediate biological response, termed the foreign body reaction

(Anderson, 2001), which occurs whether the biomaterial is ceramic, metallic, or polymeric. In brief, a

biomaterial elicits nonspecific protein absorption immediately upon implantation. Chronic inflammation at

the biomaterial interface ensues, and ultimately the immune system walls off the device by a collagenous

fibrous tissue that is typically 50 pm to 200 pm thick. This fibrous capsule can lead to clinical

complications at the biomaterial/tissue interface, such as capsular contracture of breast implants, insulating

barriers around electrodes, scarring around heart valves, fibrous layers surrounding vascular grafts,

opacification of intraocular lenses, and even inflammation seen with some contact lenses. A considerable

amount of research explores biomaterial surfaces that control protein absorption. Another important

biomaterial surface parameter that influences host response is implant microarchitecture. Nonporous

implants result in densely packed, well-organized fibrous capsules, whereas certain porous implants lead to

a less dense, more open and disorganized fibrous capsule. Porous membranes, with pores between 5 pm
and 15 pm, result in significantly increased vascularization adjacent to the implant and within the fibrous

capsule as compared with smooth surfaces, and regardless of surface chemistry. This increased

vascularization leads to enhanced diffusion of small molecules across the membrane, and hence improves

implant biocompatibility. The importance of improved understanding of biomaterial surfaces cannot be

overstated. A compilation, review, and/or evaluation of available biomaterial surface properties would

greatly assist biomedical researchers in modifying or engineering surfaces to overcome nonspecific protein

absorption in vivo and minimize the foreign body reaction.

The basic premise of tissue engineering is to combine living cells with a biomaterial under conditions that

lead to tissue growth. The nature of the biomaterial and its physical and chemical properties are critical to

creating the desired conditions for tissue formation. A host of different bioinaterials have been used in

tissue engineering. Ceramics and metals have been used primarily in orthopedic and dental applications

(Hench, 1998; Puleo, 1999). The mechanical properties of metals and ceramics along with the bioactivity

of certain ceramics, including hydroxyapatite and Bioglass, have made them very successful in hard tissue

applications such as bones and teeth; however, they are less suitable for soft tissues. Polymeric

biomaterials more closely match the chemical and mechanical properties of a greater variety of biological

tissues (Seal, 2001). Tissue engineering advances will rest upon advances in biodegradable polymers, rapid

prototyping, drug delivery, stem cell methodologies, and biomimetic strategies for recreating extracellular,

matrix-like biomimetic materials. The biomaterials data needs in tissue engineering have been articulated

in (Tesk, 2001). The principal objective identified is to develop a tissue engineered materials properties

database, which would include chemical, physical, and mechanical characterizations of natural, synthetic

resorbable, and synthetic nonresorbable polymer biomaterials. The scope of this database could be

broadened to include ceramic and metallic materials used in tissue engineering. In addition to such a

database, new tissue engineered reference materials, and advances in cell culture, gene delivery, cell and

tissue storage, sterilization, and surgery will be needed to fully realize the potential of tissue engineering.

The roles for the key organizations and individuals who can best exploit the opportunities described above

are critical for success in any biomaterials property data effort. Academic researchers should continue

advancing the biomaterial research frontier, expanding the corpus of biomaterials science and technology,

and training future generations of biomedical scientists and engineers. More specifically, and with respect

to biomaterials data, academia should develop test methods, conduct experiments that yield biomaterial

property data, and evaluate these data. Biomaterial and medical societies should continue to publish
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research findings and data, provide forums for presentation of the latest results, and lead in the formation of

alliances among all interested parties. Biomaterial suppliers and biomedical device manufacturers should

respectively provide raw materials and final product, share existing data, lead standardization efforts,

develop test methods, and conduct testing. Government agencies should continue to fund biomaterials

research, reference materials and data (NIH); and also facilitate standards development, evaluate data,

design databases, and assist others in design of test methods and database design (NIST, FDA). Examples

of specific data-related tasks include reviews of literature, assessments and critiques of literature data,

design of databases, accrual of data, and assemblage and maintenance of databases. With respect to

reference biomaterials, parallel efforts include fabrication or procurement of materials, test design and

testing of reference materials for properties, and statistical analyses of data.

Finally, regarding communication of these opportunities in biomaterials data, it is probably not yet timely to

conduct another forum, panel, or workshop on this subject. The last known relevant event, the Biomaterials

and Medical Implant Science Coordinating Committee Workshop (Anon., 2002), occurred less than three

years ago; more importantly, most of the recommendations of this workshop and prior related events remain

valid yet unfulfilled. The need for reliable biomaterials property data continues to increase along with

advances in research and the growth of the biomedical device industry. Such data are generated

prodigiously and published continuously, but available compendia have been found lacking. For example,

the only online non-proprietary source of biomaterials properties data (O’Brien, 1997b) greatly needs

expansion of its scope (the current emphasis is on dental materials) and updating (over eight years have

elapsed since the last update).

Many consider regenerative medicine, which will provide for in vivo regeneration of whole organs and

tissues, the grail of biomedical science and technology whose realization will ultimately supplant tissue

engineering and render conventional biomaterials obsolete. Technologies important to making regenerative

medicine a reality include advances in stem cell biology, gene delivery, and the controlled release of

bioactive substances. Successful in vivo regeneration of whole organs and tissues will require the combined

and dedicated expertise of many fields, including: chemistry, chemical engineering, pharmaceutics, physics,

materials science and engineering, and the biological disciplines - biochemistry, biophysics, genetic

engineering, molecular and cell biology, physiology, biomedical engineering, and of course, medicine.

While regenerative medicine may preclude the need for synthetic materials in the body, many applications

will continue to require synthetics, and the need for compatible biomaterials and reliable performance and

property data will continue well through the 21
st

century.
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Appendices

Abbreviations and acronyms

AAMI Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation

AAOS American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons

ACC American College of Cardiology

ADA American Dental Association

AdvaMed Advanced Medical Technology Association

AES Auger electron spectroscopy

AFM Atomic force microscopy

AIMBE American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering

AMA American Medical Association

ANSI American National Standards Institute

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials

ATR Attenuated total reflectance

BIO Biotechnology Industry Organization

BMCD Biological Macromolecule Crystallization Database

BMIS Biomaterials and Medical Implant Science

CARB Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology

CRADA Cooperative Research and Development Agreement

DOE Department of Energy

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid

ePTFE Expanded polytetrafluoroethylene

ESCA Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis

FDA Food and Drug Administration

FTIR Fourier transform infrared

HA Hydroxyapatite

HISB [ANSI] Healthcare Informatics Standards Board

ISO International Organization for Standardization

MatML Materials markup language

MDSB [ANSI] Medical Devices Standards Board

NAE National Academy of Engineering

NAS National Academy of Sciences

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NCI National Cancer Institute

NCRR National Center for Research Resources

NDB Nucleic acid database

NHLBI National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

NIBIB National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering

NIGMS National Institute of General Medical Sciences

NIH National Institutes of Health

NINDS National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

NLM National Library of Medicine

NRC National Research Council

NSF National Science Foundation

ORS Orthopedic Research Society

PDB Protein data bank

PDO Poly(p-dioxanone)

PE Polyethylene

PET Poly( ethylene terephthalate)

PGA Poly(glycolic acid)
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PLA Poly(lactic acid)

PMM Poly(methyl methacrylate)

PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene

PTMC Poly( trimethylene carbonate)

PUR Polyurethane

PVC Poly(vinyl chloride)

RCSB Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics

RM Reference material

RNA Ribonucleic acid

SBIR Small Business Innovation Research

SEM Scanning electron microscopy

SFB Society for Biomaterials

SIMS Secondary ion mass spectrometry

SQL Structured query language

SRM Standard reference material

ss Stainless steel

STM Scanning tunneling microscopy

svs Society for Vascular Surgery

TCP Tricalcium phosphate

UHMWPE Ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene

WWW World Wide Web
XML Extensible markup language
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Glossary of Terms

The following definitions are largely drawn from: (Dee, 2002), (Ramakrishna, 2001), and (Williams,

1987):

Term Definition

Acetabulum The socket portion of the hip joint.

Allograft A graft taken from another individual of the same species as the recipient.

Also called ‘homograft ’

.

Alveolar bone The bone structure that supports and surrounds the roots of teeth.

Amalgam An alloy of two or more metals, one of which is mercury.

Anastomosis Interconnection between two blood vessels.

Aneurysm Abnormal dilatation of bulging of a segment of a blood vessel.

Ankylosis Fixation of a joint; in dentistry, the rigid fixation of the tooth to the alveolar

bone and ossification of the periodontal membrane.

Anterior Direction referring to the front side of the body.

Apical Near the apex or extremity of a conical structure, such as the tip of the root

of a tooth.

Arthritis Inflammation of joints.

Arthrodesis Fusion or fixation of a joint.

Arthroplasty Surgical repair of a joint.

Articular cartilage The cartilage at the ends of bones in joints which serve as the articulating,

bearing surface.

Artificial organ A medical device that replaces, in part or in whole, the function of one of the

organs of the body.

Atrophy Wasting away of tissues or organs.

Autograft A graft taken from a source in the individual who receives it; that is, the

donor and recipient are the same person.

Bioactive material A material which has been designed to induce specific biological activity,

often forming a bond with living tissue.

Bioadhesion The adhesion of cells and/or tissue to the surface of a material.

Bioattachment The fastening of cells and/or tissue to the surface of a material, including

mechanical interlocking.

Biocompatibility The ability of a material to perform with an appropriate host response in a

specific application.

Biodegradable Refers to materials that degrade (by hydrolytic breakdown) in the body while

they are being replaced by regenerating natural tissue; the chemical by-

products of the degrading materials are absorbed and released via metabolic

processes of the body.

Bioglass Surface-active glass compositions that have been shown to bond to tissue.

Registered trademark of the University of Florida.

Bioinert Refers to a material that retains its structure in the body and does not induce

any immunologic host reactions.

Biological material A material produced by a biological system.

Biomaterial A nonviable material used in a medical device, intended to interact with

biological systems.

Biomimetics An interdisciplinary field in materials science, engineering, and biology,

studying the use of biological principles for synthesis or fabrication of

materials inspired by nature.

Bioprosthesis An implantable prosthesis that consists totally or substantially of nonviable,

treated, donor tissue.

Bioresorption The process of removal by cellular activity and/or dissolution of a material in

a biological environment.

Bone cement A biomaterial used to secure a firm fixation ofjoint prostheses, such as hip
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and knee joints. It is primarily made of polymethyl methacrylate powder and

monomer methyl methacrylate liquid.

Callus The hard substance that is formed around a bone fracture during healing. It

is usually replaced with compact bone.

Cancellous bone The reticular or spongy tissue of bone where spicules or trabeculae form the

interconnecting latticework that is surrounded by connective tissue or bone

marrow.

Catheter An instrument (tube) for gaining access to a draining or sampling fluids in

the body.

Cochlear implant A type of surgically implanted hearing aid used to treat sensorineural hearing

loss.

Collagen The supporting protein from which the fibers of connective tissues are

formed.

Compression plate Bone plate designed to give compression on the fracture site of a broken

bone for fast healing.

Condylar prostheses Artificial knee joints.

Connective tissue The matrix-continuous tissue which binds together and is the support of all of

the structures of the body.

Cortical bone The compact hard bone with osteons.

Crown The part of tooth that is exposed above the gum line or covered with enamel.

Largely made of hydroxyapatite mineral.

Dacron Polyethylene terephthalate polyester that is made into fibers, a product of

Dupont Co., USA. The same polymer made into film is called Mylar.

Dental caries Tooth decay caused by acid-forming microorganisms.

Dental restoration Another name for dental fillings.

Dentine The main substance of the tooth, with properties and composition similar to

bone.

Dermatitis Inflammation of the skin.

Dura mater The dense, tough connective tissue over the surface of the brain.

Elastin The elastic fibrous mucoprotein in connective tissue.

Enamel A hard, white substance that covers the dentine of the crown of a tooth;

enamel is the hardest substance in the body.

Endosseous In the bone, referring to dental implants fixed to the jaw bone.

Endosteal Related to the membrane lining the inside of the bone cavities.

Explant An implant that has been surgically removed.

Extracorporeal Outside the body.

Femur The thigh bone, the bone of the upper leg.

Fibrinogen Large plasma protein that plays a critical role in blood clotting as well as

several other physiological and pathological processes.

Fixation devices Implants used during bone-fracture repair to immobilize the fracture.

Fracture plate Plate used to fix broken bones by open (surgical) reduction. It is fixed to the

bone by using screws.

Gingiva The gum tissue; the dense fibrous tissue overlying the alveolar bone in the

mouth and surrounding the necks of teeth.

Graft A piece of viable tissue or collection of viable cells transferred from a donor

site to a recipient site for the purpose of reconstruction of the recipient site.

Hard tissue The general term for calcified structures in the body, such as bone.

Heparin A substance (mucopolysaccharide acid) found in various body tissues that

prevents the clotting of blood.

Herniated disk Rupture of the central portion, or nucleus, of the disk through the disk wall

and into the spinal canal. Also called a slipped disk.

Heterograft A graft from one species to another. Also called xenograft.

Host response The reaction of a living system to the presence of a material.

Hyaline cartilage Cartilage with a frosted glassy appearance.
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Hybrid artificial organ An artificial organ that is a combination of viable cells and one or more

biomaterials.

Hydrogel Highly hydrated (over 30 % by weight) polymer gel. Acrylamide and poly-

HEMA (hydroxyethymethacrylate) are two common hydrogels.

Hydroxyapatite Mineral component of bone and teeth. A calcium phosphate, with

composition Caio(P04)6(OH)2 .

Ilizarov technique A technique used most often in reconstmctive settings to lengthen limbs,

transport bone segments, and correct angular deformities.

Implant A medical device made from one or more biomaterials that is intentionally

placed within the body, either totally or partially buried beneath an epithelial

surface.

Intervertebral disc A flat, circular platelike structure of cartilage that serves as a cushion, or

shock absorber, between the vertebrae.

Intima Inner lining of a blood vessel.

Intramedullary rod or nail An orthopedic rod or nail inserted into the intramedullary marrow cavity of

the bone to promote healing of long bone fractures.

Intraosseous implant An implant inserted into the bone.

In vitro Simulated in vivo condition in the laboratory.

In vivo Inside the living body.

Kirschener wire Metal surgical wires.

Kyphosis Abnormally increased convexity in the curvature of the lumbar spine.

Ligament A sheet or band of fibrous connective tissue that join bone to bone, offering

support to the joint.

Long bones Bones that are longer than they are wide with distinctive shaped ends, such

as the femur.

Lordosis Abnormally increased concavity in the curvature of the lumbar spine.

LTI carbon Low-temperature isotropic carbon.

Lumen The space within a tubular structure.

Mandibular bone Lower jaw of the mouth.

Maxillary bone Upper jaw of the mouth.

Medical device An instrument, apparatus, implement, machine, contrivance, in vitro reagent,

or other similar or related article, including any component, part or

accessory, which is intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other

conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease in

man.

Medullary cavity The marrow cavity inside the long bones.

Myocardium The muscular tissue of the heart.

Necrosis Death of tissues.

Nonunion A bone fracture that does not join.

Occlusion Becoming close together; in dentistry, bringing the teeth together as during

biting and chewing.

Organ Two or more tissues combined to form a larger functional unit.

Orthopedics The medical field concerned with the skeletal system.

Osseointegration Direct biochemical bonding between a non-natural substance and bony

tissue.

Ossicles The small bones of the middle ear which transmit sound from the ear drum to

the body.

Osteoarthritis A degenerative joint disease, characterized by softening of the articular ends

of bones and thickening of joints, sometimes resulting in partial ankylosis.

Osteopenia Loss of bone mass due to failure of osteoid synthesis.

Osteoporosis The abnormal reduction of the density and increase in porosity of bone due

to demineralization, commonly seen in the elderly.

Osteotomy Cutting of bone to correct a deformity.

Oxygenator An apparatus by which oxygen is introduced into blood during circulation
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outside the body, as during open-heart surgery.

Percutaneous device A medical device that passes through the skin, remaining in that position for

a significant length of time.

Periodontal ligament Periodontium; the connective tissue (ligament) joining the tooth to the

alveolar bone.

Permucosal device A medical device that passes through a mucosal surface, remaining in that

position for a significant length of time.

Plasticizer Substance made of small molecules, mixed with amorphous polymers to

make the chains slide more easily past each other, making the polymer less

rigid.

Posterior Direction referring to the back side of the body.

Proplast A composite material made of fibrous PTFE and carbon. It is usually porous

and has low modulus and low strength.

Prosthesis A device that replaces a limb, organ or tissue of the body.

Proximal Nearest the trunk or point of origin.

Pyrolitic carbon Isotropic carbon coated onto a substrate in a fluidized bed.

Regeneration The renewal of a tissue or organ at the completion of healing.

Remodeling/ Maintenance/

Turnover

The process by which extracellular matrix is replaced in a process of

degradation followed by synthesis.

Repair The formation of a scar at a site of injury at the completion of healing.

Resorption Dissolution or removal of a substance.

Rheumatoid arthritis Chronic and progressive inflammation of the connective tissue ofjoints,

leading to deformation and disability.

Scoliosis An abnormal lateral (sideward) curvature of a portion of the spine.

Silastic Medical grade silicone rubber, Dow Coming Corporation.

Silica The ceramic silicon oxide, Si02 .

Spondylosis Any of various degenerative diseases of the spine.

Spondylolisthesis Forward bending of the body at one of the lower vertebrae.

Stapes One of the ossicles of the middle ear.

Stenosis A narrowing or constriction of the diameter of a bodily passage or orifice.

Stress-shield effect Prolonged reduction of stress on a bone which may result in porotic bone

(osteoporosis), which may weaken it. This process can be reversed if the

natural state of stress can be restored to its original state.

Subcutaneous Beneath the skin.

Subperiosteal Underneath the periosteum.

Suture Material used in closing a wound with stitches.

Synovial fluid The clear viscous fluid that lubricates the surfaces ofjoints and tendons,

secreted by the synovial membrane.

Tendon A band or cord of fibrous tissue.

THR Total hip replacement.

Thromboembolism An obstruction in the circulatory system caused by a dislodged thrombus.

Thrombogenicity The property of a material which induces and/or promotes the formation of a

thrombus.

Thrombosis Formation of a thrombus, a blood clot.

Thrombus A fibrinous blood clot.

Tissue An aggregation of similarly specialized cells united in the performance of a

particular function. Cells serving the same general function and having the

same extracellular matrix.

Tissue engineering Tissue repair initiated in vitro on cellularly seeded scaffolds and then

transplanted to the recipient.

Tissue regeneration In situ repair of host tissue.

TKR Total knee replacement.

Transplant A complete structure, such as an organ, that is transferred from a site in a

donor to a site in a recipient for the purpose of reconstruction of the recipient
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site.

Ureter The tube that conducts urine from the kidney to the bladder.

Urethra The canal leading from the bladder to the outside for discharging urine.

Vitallium A Co-Cr alloy, Howmedica Inc.

Vitreous carbon A tenn generally applied to isotropic carbon with very small crystallites.

Wolff s law The principle relating the internal structure and architecture of bone to

external mechanical stimuli. Remodeling of bone takes place in response to

mechanical stimulation so that the new structure becomes suitably adapted to

the load.

Xenograft A graft taken from an individual of a different species to the recipient. Also

called heterograft.
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F67-95 Unalloyed Titanium for Surgical Implant Applications (3 pp.)

F75-98 Cobalt-28 Chromium-6 Molybdenum Casting Alloy and Cast Products for Surgical Implants (UNS
R30075) (3)

F90-97 Wrought Cobalt-20 Chromium- 15 Tungsten- 10 Nickel Alloy for Surgical Implant Applications

(UNS R30605) (3)

FI 36-98 Wrought Titanium - 6Aluminum - 4Vanadium ELI (Extra Low Interstitial) Alloy (UNS R56401)

for Surgical Implant Applications (3)

FI 38-97 Wrought 18 Chromium- 14 Nickel-2.5 Molybdenum Stainless Steel Bar and Wire for Surgical

Implants (UNS S3 1673) (4)

FI 39-45 Wrought- 18 Chromium- 14 Nickel-2.5 Molybdenum Stainless Sheet and Strip for Surgical

Implants (UNS S3 1673) (3)

F451-99a Acrylic Bone Cement (7)
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F560-98 Unalloyed Tantalum for Surgical Implant Applications (UNS R05200, UNS R05400) (3)

F562-95 Wrought Cobalt-35 Nickel-20 Chromium- 10 Molybdenum Alloy for Surgical Implant

Applications (3)

F563-95 Wrought Cobait-Nickel-Chromium-Molybdenum-Tungsten-Iron Alloy for Surgical Implant

Applications (3)

F603-00 High-Purity Dense Aluminum Oxide for Medical Application (3)

F648-98 Ultra-High-Molecular-Weight Polyethylene Powder and Fabricated Form for Surgical Implants

(6 )

F688-95 Wrought Cobalt-35 Nickel-20 Chromium- 10 Molybdenum Alloy Plate, Sheet, and Foil for

Surgical Implants (3)

F702-98a Polysulfone Resin for Medical Applications (4)

F799-99 Cobalt-28Chromium-6Molybdenum Alloy Forgings for Surgical Implants (UNS R31537,

R31538, R31539) (3)

F881-94 Silicone Elastomer Facial Implants (3)

F899-95 Stainless Steel Billet, Bar, and Wire for Surgical Instruments (6)

F961-96 Cobalt-35 Nickel-20 Chromium- 10 Molybdenum Alloy Forgings for Surgical Implants [UNS
R30035] (3)

FI 05 8-97 Wrought Cobalt-Chromium-Nickel-Molybdenum-Iron Alloys for Surgical Implant Applications

[UNS R 30003 and UNS R 30008] (4)

FI 09 1-91 (Reapproved 1996) Wrought Cobalt-20 Chromium- 15 Tungsten- 10 Nickel Alloy Surgical

Fixation Wire [UNS R30605] (2)

FI 108-97a Titanium-6 Aluminum-4 Vanadium Alloy Castings for Surgical Implants [UNS R56406] (3)

F1295-97a Wrought Titanium-6 Aluminum-7 Niobium Alloy for Surgical Implant Applications [UNS
R56700] (3)

F13 14-95 Wrought Nitrogen Strengthened-22 Chromium-12.5 Nickel-5 Manganese-2.5 Molybdenum

Stainless Steel Bar and Wire for Surgical Implants (3)

FI 34 1-99 Unalloyed Titanium Wire UNS R50250, UNS R50400, UNS R50550, UNS R50700, for

Surgical Implant Applications (3)

F1350-96 Wrought 18 Chromium-14 Nickel-2.5 Molybdenum Stainless Steel Surgical Fixation Wire (UNS
S3 1673) (2)

F 1472-99 Wrought Titanium - 6Aluminum - 4Vanadium Alloy for Surgical Implant Applications (UNS
R56400) (4)

FI 537-94 Wrought Cobalt-28 Chromium-6 Molybdenum Alloy for Surgical Implants (3)

FI 579-98 Polyaryletherketone (PAEK) Resins for Surgical Implant Applications (6)
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FI 586-95 Wrought Nitrogen Strengthened-2 1 Chromium- 10 Nickel-3 Manganese-2.5 Molybdenum
Stainless Steel Bar for Surgical Implants (3)

F 1 7 1 3-96 Wrought Titanium- 13Niobium-13Zirconium Alloy for Surgical Implant Applications (4)

FI 8 13-97 Wrought Titanium 12 Molybdenum - 6 Zirconium - 2 Iron Alloy For Surgical Implant

Applications (3)

F1873-98 High-Purity Dense Yttria Tetragonal Zirconium Oxide Polycrystal (Y-TZP) for Surgical Implant

Applications (3)

FI 876-98 Polyetherketoneetherketoneketone (PEKEKK) Resins for Surgical Implant Applications (4)
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